Quotes from Past Workshop Participants
Laurel's style was clear, easy to follow and filled with lots of examples.

Hugely important material was made easily understandable and applicable.
Facilitator was super knowledgeable and energetic.
I usually regret going to workshops but this one was the exception! Great job! .

The facilitator was extremely engaging and explained things in a very approachable manner. Definitely
someone who knows how to teach and how to reach an audience with different skill levels.
I have been to several similarly described workshops but none met my needs the way this one did.
Loved the exercises ranging from large group to individualized. They were able to stimulate thinking as
well as connect the information with my own organization.

The teacher was quite good; funny, engaging, very sharp.
It was engaging and interactive and included hands on exercises. The instructor was great!
I've been to many of these & this hits home the hardest.

Like presentation style. Took something difficult to understand and made it easier to implement.
Great presenter. She broke the pieces down well and had a good balance of individual and group work

She was very helpful & prepared & did a great job of presenting clear & concise info.
Laurel - Thank you for making my work easier!
Excellent workshop. I'm impressed by her passion for the subject matter.
Lovely, thorough, polite and fun. For one day, it was nearly a perfect amount of content.
The presenter was terrific! She was very engaging and was able to present the material in a clear way
while moving at a quick pace. Really great job!
All of the activities were very engaging. Laurel was great at taking a topic that could have been incredibly
boring and holding my interest.

I liked the pace of the workshop and that the presenter kept on task and covered all her topics while keeping
us engaged and involved in the process. I liked the small group discussion also, and just the opportunity to
brainstorm with like-minded people.
Terrific. Great balance of teaching and exercises.

Laurel was fantastic. She did a great job of presenting the material and giving us opportunities to
integrate and apply our learning. I would love to take another workshop with her.

